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Introduction  
Personal and professional papers of a soldier, diplomat, and archaeologist who was a native of Marshall, Missouri. Includes papers of the Biesemeyer family of Osage County, Missouri, and Missouri Archaeological Society materials.

Donor Information  
The papers were donated to the University of Missouri by Tom Lubensky on 30 April 2010.

Box List

Box 1  
Earl H. Lubensky  
Military—National Guard, active duty, Reserve, retirement  
Foreign Service—active duty, retirement, Social Security

Box 2  
Earl H. Lubensky  
Foreign Service—active duty, retirement, Social Security  
Correspondence, circa late 1970s-1980s

Box 3  
Earl H. Lubensky  
Dr. Emilio O. Forrer books—copy  
NWC trip to Africa  
Periodicals—special issues  
The Romance of Flowers  
San Salvador  
Poster—Noche De Elecciones  
Latin America Consensus  
Welcome to Guatemala  
U.S. road atlas, 1932

Box 4  
Earl H. Lubensky  
Financial receipts/policies, c. 1960s-1970s
Box 5
Earl H. Lubensky
Financial receipts, c. 1970s
Diplomat in Residence, Olivet College—lecture notes/bibliography/misc., 1970s

Box 6
Earl H. Lubensky
Diplomat in Residence (various)—lecture notes/papers/correspondence, misc., 1970s
Quito papers, 1961-1966
Day timers, 1970-1978
USAA
Guayaquil papers
Bogota papers
Vytautas Dambrava efficiency report—El Salvador, c. 1977-1978
Old subject files
Bibliography
Swim Club—Washington
Crafts
Bird study
Religion
Photography
Nature
Music

Box 7
Earl H. Lubensky
Scrapbook, 1961-1966
FS records
Correspondence

Box 8
Earl H. Lubensky
National War College material
Deputy Chiefs of Mission (DCM) course

Box 9
Earl H. Lubensky
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College material
Latin American studies/reprints
Misc. foreign studies articles/educational materials

Box 10
Earl H. Lubensky
Foreign Service Institute materials
Misc. foreign studies articles/educational materials
International Accountants Society correspondence courses

Box 11
Earl H. Lubensky
Correspondence, c. 1950s-1970s

Box 12
Earl H. Lubensky
Scrapbook materials—correspondence, clippings, programs, credit cards, misc.
Writings/speeches, c. 1930s-1970s
Diplomas/Certificates

Box 13
Earl H. Lubensky
Scrapbook materials—correspondence, clippings, misc.
UMC—Course notes/papers
Term paper note cards/bibliographies

Box 14
Earl H. Lubensky
Scrapbook materials—voyages, July 1961, August 1963
Margot Patterson Lubensky scrapbook: “Women’s Role in the Future”
Nation’s Business Management Course
Misc. correspondence course materials
Correspondence, c. 1950s-1980s
Addresses and names
Invitations

Box 15
Earl H. Lubensky
Correspondence
Clippings
Foreign Service subject files
Insurance policies/personal files
Scouting file

Box 16
Earl H. Lubensky
German KRO (Resident Officer) papers—correspondence, clippings, expense reports, c. 1950s

Box 17
Earl H. Lubensky
Trip files—Popayan/Guatemala/Yucatan, c. 1970s
Correspondence/Personal, 1973
Ecuador, 1961-1966
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Guayaquil, 1971-1973
State, 1956-1961

Box 18
Earl H. Lubensky
Scrapbook—clippings (including rescue on Pichincha), c. 1960s
Newsletters & F.S. Journal—articles re. EHL

Box 19
Earl H. Lubensky
International relations docs.
FS Day, 1979
Diplomats and other lists
Atlases and geographies
Official papers from San Salvador

Box 20
Biesemeyer family
Correspondence
Biesemeyer family, Chamois, c. 1930s-1960s
Biesemeyer-Lubensky
Cards/postcards/programs/clippings
Misc. booklets/publications/eye chart
Patent/copyright documents—Lorenz F. Biesemeyer, c. 1890s-1920s
Misc. papers—Lorenz and Antonia Biesemeyer
Diary, 1937/Ledger, c. 1930s-1940s
Ledgers—Ottilia L. Biesemeyer, 1920s-1930s

Box 21
Biesemeyer-Lubensky
Correspondence/postcards/misc., c. 1900s-1960s
Adele Biesemeyer (recipient), c. 1916-1920
Earl H. Lubensky (sender), c. 1942-1943
Deeds/clippings/programs/certificates
Mini cards/pitch pipe
Maps—French c. World War I
Ottilia L. Biesemeyer address book/clippings, c. 1960s
Paul Nilges’ German document (photocopy)
Newspapers, 1930s-1960s

Box 22
Ottilia and Adella Biesemeyer
Postcards, c. 1900s-1950s
Mini cards
Ottilia Biesemeyer
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Notes, booklets, misc. papers
Composition books/journals

**Box 23**
Earl H. Lubensky
Scraperk, 1956-1961
Correspondence, 1930s
Misc., c. 1930s-1990s
Unframed photographs, c. 1950s-1970s
Certificates/Diplomas, 1930s-1990s (OVERSIZE)
Unpublished graduate school (anthropology) papers, c. 1980s

**Box 24**
Earl H. Lubensky
Unpublished graduate school (anthropology) papers, c. 1980s

**Box 25**
Earl H. Lubensky
Archaeology correspondence—individuals
Anthropology/Archaeology correspondence—institutions

**Box 26**
Earl H. Lubensky
Anthropology/Archaeology correspondence—institutions

**Box 27**
Earl H. Lubensky
Anthropology/Archaeology correspondence—institutions
Misc. archaeology/personal files

**Box 28**
Earl H. Lubensky
Misc. archaeology/personal files

**Box 29**
Earl H. Lubensky
Misc. archaeology/personal files

**Box 30**
Earl H. Lubensky
Midwest South America Conference
Misc. archaeology/personal files
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Box 31
Earl H. Lubensky
Edwin N. Ferdon, Jr. biography notes

Box 32
Earl H. Lubensky
Ferdon Collections, Ecuador, dissertation files

Box 33
Earl H. Lubensky
Ferdon Collections, Ecuador, dissertation files/photos/drafts

Box 34
Earl H. Lubensky
Ferdon Collections, Ecuador—E/A I-VII slides/photos

Box 35
Earl H. Lubensky
Ferdon Collections, Ecuador—photos
Ecuador, Anllulla & Ayalan cemetery projects—research materials

Box 36
Earl H. Lubensky
Ecuador, Anllulla & Ayalan cemetery projects—research materials

Box 37
Earl H. Lubensky
Ecuador, Anllulla & Ayalan cemetery projects—research notebooks, card file
La Florida archaeological site, Ecuador—research papers, maps

Box 38
Earl H. Lubensky
La Florida archaeological site, Ecuador—maps
El Salvador Cihuatan archaeological site—research materials

Box 39
Earl H. Lubensky
El Salvador Cihuatan archaeological site—research materials
Meso America slides
I—El Salvador
II-IV—other

Box 40
Earl H. Lubensky
Misc. archaeology sites inc. Esmeraldas, LaPalma
Andean past research in progress
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Missouri archaeological/historical societies

Box 41
Earl H. Lubensky
Missouri archaeological/historical societies
Society for American Archaeology—Council of Affiliated Societies

Box 42
Earl H. Lubensky
Society for American Archaeology—Council of Affiliated Societies

Box 43
Earl H. Lubensky
Society for American Archaeology—Council of Affiliated Societies
Missouri Archaeological Society meeting notes, 1980s-2000s
Missouri Archaeological Society newsletters/quarterlies (1946-1956)

Box 44
Earl H. Lubensky
Missouri Archaeological Society newsletters/quarterlies (1956-1998)

Box 45
Earl H. Lubensky
Missouri Archaeological Society Quarterlies (special interest items, 1984-1990)
Missouri Archaeological Society papers, records, 1980s-2000s

Box 46
Earl H. Lubensky
Missouri Archaeological Society papers/records, 1980s-2000s
Boonslick Archaeological Society papers/records, 2000s

Box 47
Earl H. Lubensky
Boonslick Archaeological Society papers/records, 1990s-2000s
Missouri archaeology photos/slides, c. 1979-2008
Rock Bridge historical site—research materials, c. 2000s

Box 48
Earl H. Lubensky
Rock Bridge historical site—research materials, photos, c. 2000s

Box 49
Earl H. Lubensky
Archaeological excavations at 23B086, 23B087 (Mendenhall sites), Boone County—research files, photographs, computer disc, c. 1980s-2000s
Box 50 (partially full)
Earl H. Lubensky
   Excavation of first public school at Arrow Rock—report, notes, misc., c. 1980s-2000s

Box 51 (Oversize)
International miniature flags/ribbons

OVERSIZE MATERIAL

LOCATION: UO-2A:
   Certificates (22)
   Diplomas (4)

Package #1  U.S. road atlases with trip annotations, 1960s-1980s